Generalized model for the diffusion of solvents in glassy polymers: From Fickian to Super Case II.
The diffusion of small solvent molecules in glassy polymers may take on a variety of different forms. Fickian, anomalous, Case II and Super Case II diffusion have all been observed, and theoretical models exist that describe each specific type of behavior. Here we present a single generalized kinetic model capable of yielding all these different types of diffusion on the basis of just two parameters. The principal determinant of the type of diffusion is observed to be a dimensionless parameter, γ, that describes the influence of solvent-induced swelling in lowering the potential barriers separating available solvent sites. A second parameter, η, which characterizes the effect of the solvent in reducing the potential energy of a solvent molecule when at rest at an available site, only influences the type of diffusion to a lesser extent. The theoretical analysis does not include any effects that are explicitly non-local in time, an example of which is the inclusion of polymer viscosity in the Thomas-Windle model; it thus represents a variant of Fick's second law utilizing a concentration-dependent diffusivity when η is small. To check the significance of time-delayed swelling, a simulation of a modified model was performed that contained a history-dependent term. The results were found to be very similar to those in the time-local model.